Abstract
INTRODUCTION

High Gradient and Low Loss Shapes
The High Gradient (HG) shape has been optimized to lower the ratio of EWEm. keeping in mind that the limitation in the performance of superconducting cavities is in most cases field emission [3] . This phenomenon leads very often to electron showers caotured hv 
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Shape optimization with respect to this parameter is very important if cavities are operated at high gradients.
However, when final preparation of the superconducting surface and the assembly in cryostat are properly done, the emission phenomena and the resulting radiation can be eliminated to a large degree. The design accelerating mdient for the upgrade has been set to E, = 20 MVIm and Q, = 8109 at 2 K. The 
B,,,dE,,, ratio
Defects (e.g. residual Ta or embedded impurities) in the Nb surface can limit cavity performance and usually lead to quenches. It has been demonstrated that an additional chemical treatment or mechanical grinding which removes defects in the material can be a remedy to reach higher E, . Local heating in the defect which eventually causes a quench, is proportional to its size, its surface resistance and the square of the local magnetic field. Therefore it is obvious. that for the same material quality and at a given gradient, cavities with lower magnetic field at the wall are favorable. The potential gain in E, offered by the LL-shape as compared to the OC-shape and to the HG-shape is 22 % and 14 % respectively. However for the limitation in gradient discussed above, B, of all shapes remains below 85 mT, a value routinely reached in tests of various Nb cavities.
(RfQ) and geometric factor G P_,,= R;(E;L,,)*/CcWQ)) where L, , is the length of a cell. The LL-shape has the smallest wall loss. The loss of the OC-shape and of the HG-shape i s higher by 35 S a n d 21 %.respectively.
The second advantage of an increased (WQ) is a lower value of the matched Q, and thus a widening of the resonance width. This makes the cavity less sensitive to microphonics. is computed for the total beam current of 460 BA but without microphonics. The last row gives the optimized quality factor Qm-pho,,ics. It minimizes additional RF power needed to compensate for the maximum expected frequency mismatch of 25 Hz which may result from the microphonics and the resolution of a cold tuner 161. The multipacting phenomenon can limit the performance of superconducting cavities. Both new shapes have been examined for this phenomenon with codes used at DESY, MSU and at INFN Genoa. All three codes proved that both shapes can he safely operated at gradients as high as 25 MVIm with no danger of multipacting. We will verify this result very m n with the first Nb prototypes of both new cavities.
7-CELL CAVITIES
Accelerating mode
Damping of HOMs
Dipole modes can degrade the quality of the CEBAF beam Computed dipoles with high (WQ) of both new cavities are listed in Table 3 . The required suppression of these modes was computed with the help of the TDBBU code 171. The results confirmed that the previous specification, Q..$I.106, as computed for the OC shape 181 holds for the new cavities also. The new cavities will have four HOM couplen, two at each beam tube (see Fig. - 
SUMMARY
Two new cavity designs with improved properties have been completed for the CEBAF upgrade. A prototype of each has been manufactured and will be tested in the near future. The design of new test cryomodule, housing four cavities of each type, is in pm~ress 1121. We are planing manufacturing i f the models and the first Nb prototy&s. We also like to thank H. Wang for his MAFlA calculation of dipole modes for the very first version of the cavities.
